Mass General Cancer Center - Main Campus

Parking
We offer several parking options, including garages beneath the Yawkey Center, on Fruit Street and on Parkman Street. Valet parking is available for a fee in front of the Cox Building, Yawkey Center and the Wang Ambulatory Care Center. If your appointment is in the Yawkey Center, it is most convenient to park in the Yawkey garage. For garage locations, visit massgeneral.org/visit/maps.

Patients and their visitors are eligible for reduced parking rates in the Fruit Street, Parkman Street, Yawkey Center and Charles River Plaza parking garages. These parking garages offer free parking for patients and visitors up to 25 minutes and a reduced rate for a longer stay.

For more information, or to learn about reduced rate parking passes for frequent patient visits, please call the Massachusetts General Hospital Parking Office at 617-726-8886 or the Commuter Services Office at 617-724-6588.

Free Shuttle Service
Visitors can get around the Mass General campus by using the free shuttle that travels between buildings, including the Cox Building, Jackson Building and the Yawkey Center. Shuttle schedules and locations are available at the information desk in the main hospital lobby and the Yawkey Center lobby. If you need a wheelchair or any assistance traveling between buildings, please ask our staff or volunteers.

Need transportation to your appointments?
Some patients may be eligible for community transportation assistance programs. If you need assistance, call our Oncology Resource Specialist at 617-724-0295.

Need temporary lodging during treatment?
See information about the Boston area including our accommodations list at www.massgeneral.org/visit/boston or call our Oncology Resource Specialist at 617-724-0295.

Directions

FROM THE NORTH
Via I-93 and the Leverett Connector
Take I-93 South to exit 26 (Storrow Drive/Cambridge). Stay in left lane and follow signs for Storrow Drive. Take Storrow Drive west to Government Center exit (on left). At end of ramp, at the flashing light yield to oncoming traffic and then cross over the road and make a left to take Cambridge Street. Stay on Cambridge to the next light. At light take left onto North Grove. You will see the main entrance of the hospital and the emergency room at the end of the street.

To get to the Yawkey Center and Yawkey garage, take left onto Fruit Street. The driveway leading to the Yawkey Center entrance and garage will be on your left. Follow signs to the ramp entrance for the Yawkey garage. There is also valet parking service.

FROM THE SOUTH
Via I-93 and Storrow Drive
Take I-93 North to exit 26 (Storrow Drive). Stay in right lane and follow directions to Storrow Drive. Take Storrow Drive west to Government Center exit (on left). At end of ramp, at the flashing light yield to oncoming traffic, then cross over the road and make a left to take Cambridge Street. Stay on Cambridge to the next light. At light take a left onto North Grove. You will see the main entrance of the hospital and the emergency room at the end of the street.

To get to the Yawkey Center and Yawkey garage, take left onto Fruit Street. The driveway leading to the Yawkey Center entrance and garage will be on your left. Follow signs to the ramp entrance for the Yawkey garage. There is also valet parking service.
FROM THE WEST

Via the Massachusetts Turnpike I-90 and Storrow Drive
Take I-90 East to exit 18 (Brighton/Cambridge). Follow signs for Cambridge and Somerville, and turn right onto Storrow Drive east. Follow Storrow Drive to Government Center exit. Follow signs that say Downtown/Government Center and get onto Cambridge Street. Stay on Cambridge Street to the next light. At this light take a left onto North Grove. You will see the main entrance of the hospital and the emergency room at the end of the street.

Via the Massachusetts Turnpike I-90 and I-93
Take the Turnpike I-90 East to exit 24-B (I-93 North). Take I-93 North to exit 26 (Storrow Drive). Stay in right lane and follow directions to Storrow Drive. Take Storrow Drive west to Government Center exit (on left). At end of ramp, at the flashing light yield to oncoming traffic, then cross over the road and make a left to take Cambridge Street. Stay on Cambridge to the next light.

At the light take a left onto North Grove. You will see the main entrance of the hospital and the emergency room at the end of the street.

Via Storrow Drive
Take Storrow Drive to the Government Center exit. Follow signs that say Downtown/ Government Center and get onto Cambridge Street. Stay on Cambridge Street to the next light. At this light take a left onto North Grove. You will see the main entrance of the hospital and the emergency room at the end of the street.

To get to the Yawkey Center and Yawkey garage, take left onto Fruit Street. The driveway leading to the Yawkey Center entrance and garage will be on your left. Follow signs to the ramp entrance for the Yawkey garage. There is also valet parking service.

FROM THE EAST

Via I-90 and the Ted Williams Tunnel
Take I-90 West through Ted Williams Tunnel and continue to exit 24 (I-93 North). Take I-93 North to exit 26 (Storrow Drive). Stay in right lane and follow signs to Storrow Drive. Take Storrow Drive west to Government Center exit (on left). At end of ramp, at the flashing light yield to oncoming traffic, then cross over the road and make a left to take Cambridge Street. Stay on Cambridge to the next light. At the light take a left onto North Grove. You will see the main entrance of the hospital and the emergency room at the end of the street.

Via Route 1A and the Sumner Tunnel
Take Route 1A South through Sumner Tunnel. Stay in right lane and follow signs to Storrow Drive. Take Storrow Drive west to exit for Government Center (on left). At end of ramp, at the flashing light yield to oncoming traffic, then cross over the road and make a left to take Cambridge Street. Stay on Cambridge to the next light. At the light take a left onto North Grove. You will see the main entrance of the hospital and the emergency room at the end of the street.

To get to the Yawkey Center and Yawkey garage, take left onto Fruit Street. The driveway leading to the Yawkey Center entrance and garage will be on your left. Follow signs to the ramp entrance for the Yawkey garage. There is also valet parking service.

Via Subway (“T” or MBTA)
Charles Street/MGH Station

The Charles Street/MGH station on the Red line is the closest T-stop. The hospital is across the street from the station. Follow signs to Mass General.